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explain its own mysterious workings.
Each of these scientists has attracted major funding, including grants from the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), for innovative research. Their stories illustrate
'the specific, painstaking steps it takes to understand even a fraction of the brain's
operation.

DR.

SCOTT HERNESS, assistant professor of medical education, is a

neuroscientist even though he works on the tongue, rather than directly on the
brain. "Whatever we hear, whatever we read, even abstract thoughts that come to
uS ,all have to come through our senses," he says. '''The senses are the gateway of
information into the brain."
Herness works on taste because he believes that its relative simplicity holds
advantages for study over the other sensory systems. In vision or hearing, the
sensory stimulus is very complicated; other components have an effect on how any
given thing is sensed. With taste, there is·no space or depth perception, no
~otion-only

the pure essence of flavor we call taste.

, "If we want to understand how information gets to the brain, it may be easier to
do so using a simpler system." Herness studies how taste cells respond to stimuli,
specifically sweet or salty.
He explains: "For instance, I could take two glasses of water and dissolve sugar
in one and salt in the other. They would look the same, but if you took a sip of
either, you could immediately tell me which one was salty and which one was
sweet.
"But we don't know how taste cells can figure that out and send the information
into the brain through the nerves that connect the taste cells." This process is
called transduction; it 'consists of the taste cell's reaction to a sugar or salt molecule
to produce nerve impulses that then go on to the brain.
Studying how sweet or salty transduction works can help researchers develop
dietary substitutes for people whose systems can't take the real thing.

Herness receives funding for his work

DR.

RICHARD MILTON, associate

"Motor nerves are connected to the

from the National Institute on Deafness

professor of m~dical education,

brain, so it's' actually the brain that is

and 'other Communication Disorders, a

concentrates his research on the

molding the muscles and telling them

branch of NIH that supports the study

neuromuscular junction, the other end

what they're going to become." Skeletal

of taste and smell. His research uses the

of the sensory process. Sensory input

muscles do not contract and generate

patch clamp technique, a method of

comes iino the brain, the brain

force unless they receive impulses from

studying cells for which the developers,

integrates it, and sends signals to the

their nerves-not only for the signals that

Erwin Nehr and Bert Sakmann, received
a 1991 Nobel Prize in p~ysiology or
medicine. This new technique measures
electrical current from cells and allows
scientists to record smaller levels than
ever before.

them what to do.

initiate contraction, but also for other
signals that are necessary for the longterm health of the muscle.
"The outflow of the brain's
impulses goes either to
muscles or to glands," says

As an undergraduate at the
University of California-Irvine,

of fibers in a muscle

Herness became part of the
. psychobiology program. "To
me thafwas it. I realized that

contract. That nerve

you could spend your life trying

cell body is in the

to figure out how the
lungs work, or
how the

spinal cord and has
synapses on
it from

kidneys
work,

or even
how the heart works, bJ.lt of
all the things in the body, if you
could understand how the brain
worked, that seemed like the most
important part," says Herness.
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nerve cells in the brain-the number is

releasing chemicals: called neurotrans-

selves seem to grow bigger and stronger

enormous, as many as ten thousand

mitters." The exact nature of these

with use, developing a kind of memory.

synapses on each motor neuron in the

signals is not yet understood, explains

Milton's research is aimed at determin-

spinal cord.

Milton, but a muscle deprived of them

ing the nature of these sustaining signals

"I look at the synapses, the chemical

soon wastes away, as happens following

sent by a nerve to the muscle it inner-

connections where one brain cell, or

disease or injury to a nerve. Conversely,

yates. Learning more about this elemen-

neuron, comes i:p..close contact to

the more a muscle is exercised, the larger tal process will help scientists treat

another and communicates with it by

the synapses become. The links them-

injured or disease-affected muscles.

By STUDYING a strain of rats of

but they still do not understand the

top of the stack every morning when the

which one hundred percent go blind,

biochemistry behind what goes wrong.

light comes on. In a normal animal,

Dr. Edward Meyertholen, assistant

A single layer of cells coats the

these cells would be eaten up

professor of physiology, hopes to

inside of the eye and makes it black.

(phagocytosis) by the RPE cells that lie

uncover some reasons why humans lose

Called retinal pigment epithelia (RPE),

adjacent to these stacks, so they are in a

their sight. "One of the primary causes

these cells also "feed" the

great position to ingest the shed parts.

of blindness is photoreceptor cell death,"

photoreceptor cells and "eat up"

But in the (research) rats, it doesn't

photoreceptive debris.

happen."

says Meyertholen, "although it is
not the only cause." Scientists
know why the rat that

The outer segment of the photo-

Day by day, the cells build up. They

receptor cells, in a form like a stack of

eventually push the photo receptors away

tiny records inside the retina of an eye,

from the RPE cells, creating a detached

has the capacity to respond to light.

retina and causing blindness. Few causes

Meyertholen explains, "Once a day, in

of retinal degeneration are yet

most vertebrates, the top small amount

understood-in humans or animals. But

of these discs falls off. Now you f~ve
millions of these discs

~

proposals to laboratory
work '~nd exploring, discussing, and
reporting results.

DR. MIKE LANNOO, assistant

new structures evolve? One way of

subjects, but the neurons that fish brains

professor of physiology, is interested in

studying this is through the formation

have are identical to the neurons that

of brain maps. We have brain maps for

humans have. In fact, most of the rules

touch, taste, pain, and hearing sensa:

for how nerves actually work were

/. he rules that brains follow as they
chinge and evolve. Although it may be

disturbing to some people, scientists can tions. We have a map for the motor

explained using squid and other

go a long way toward understanding the neurons that drive our muscles. We

invertebrates.

human brain b-y studying brains of rats

also have, in the back of our b!ain, a

One of the main obstacles, says

fish. Lan~oo

map of the visual world, Lannoo ex-

Lannoo, is that ~ur brain doesn't make

plains.

all that much sense from an engineering

or dogs or amphibians

Of

works mostly on fish. According to
Lannoo, fish brains vary a lot. They
even look different from fish to fish.

"There's a particular set of neurons

or architectural point of view. "If you

in our brain that is responsible for ,a

went over to the architectural college

"For instance, you can look at a fish

particular area of visual space. It's

and said, 'rve designed a brain,' and

brain and tell what that fish does for a

always-responsible for that space."

gave them ours, or if you were the

living," he explains. "Species that have

Although we' tend to think of physical

professor and gave your

relatively big eyes and a relatively large

activity as simply that, the,re are several

students the assignment (to

retinal surface tend to have a large retinal areas in the brain for motor learning ,

design a brain), and they'

recipient area in the brain." Fish like

came back with the brain

catfish have taste buds allover their

and coordination.
"It's no wonder you never forget how

bodies, not just on their tongues, and

to ride a bike," says Lannoo, "because

thus, a different part of their brain is

the circuits are always there. You've

larger, Lannoo's research explores how

learned the skill, and somehow becatJ,se

those changes iIi the brai,n occur.

you've learned it, the circuits have

"One of the things that's useful to

formed, and they don't un-form."

consider when you think about the brain

Understanding the circuitry

is that basically, it's a bunch of wires,"

'may help in diagnosing or

says L~nnoo. "That's all it is. And these relieving systems affected
wires, called neurons, even have insula-

by trauma. "It's like

tion.

building a television:

''And just as you might expect that
the wiring diagram of your house or

Yo~ need to know

the circuits that are

~~-~

L_-----.......

apartment would change if you put on
an addition, or if you put in a stove or a
dryer that requires different wiring, so

can know what's gone

will the wiring pattern of your brain

wrong when the

change if you make additions."

television starts

So brains change. Learning and
remembering are physical occurrences.

to flicker."
And this

Ours is never the same brain twice, for

is where

with each new word or task, the struc-

fish brains come in.

ture of our brain is altered by changing

difficult, of course, to

connections among neurons. How do

experiment on hUman

...."
....

.~t·

that we have, you would
probably 'throw them .;':'

,

out of school. It's not very well organized

tine fork to the four-tine fork, because

from an engineering perspective. There

that's the way our cortex has evolved."

aren't many distinct functional compart-

And that's why Lannoo's research

ments. It's kind of a mess." Our human

interests the National Institutes of

brains have evolved by adding cortex-by

Health-brain changes reflect the way

adding area and brain volume.

brains work. As he says, "When things

Lannoo compa~es the brain of a fish to
a pocket calculato~. "It's fairly straightforward," he says. "You enter data, you ask

go wrong, we need to know how they
were built in the first place."
In humans, the changes are slow,

it to do a function, and it pretty much

probably imperceptible. Because our

kicks out the same answer every time.

species is several million years old,

"Now imagine the brain of your

even a span of more than a hundred

favorite pet, a cat or dog, a hamster. It's

lifetimes, say ten thousand years,

something like one of the first IBM PCs

won't show much change. Our

or one of the first Apple computers. You

brains evolved through interaction

can open up one application, one soft-

with the natural environment.

ware program, and you can work in that

Today, we've ceased many of our

program. But then you have to shut it

interactions with the natural

down to open another program.
"Our human brains are like a very
powerful Macintosh Quadra or an IBM
486; you can open up lots and lots of
applications; you can move data between
those applications," explains Lannoo.
To show this kind of movement or

society.
"We want humans
to be smarter, to be

organization, Lannoo describes two

brainier," says Lannoo.

different types of circuits. One is a chain,

"I think a lot of that is under our

a link of which is connected to another

own control right now. It's under

link that is connected to another link.

our own control because we have

This serial organization is how our

within us the ability to learn, to

brainstem is organized, from A to B to C.

change. And we have the ability to

The other type of organization is more

teach our kids. We would be much

like a fork, he says.

better off if we paid more attention to

"You've got a message coming down

children's welfare and education,

the shaft of the fork, and then it breaks

immunization, nutrition, things like

up into three or four prongs." This

that. If we could just blow up our

parallel organization illustrates how most

televisions, we would probably end up

of our cerebral cortex is organized.

with a brighter society than we could

"Now imagine that you've got a fork
with two tines and a fork with four. You
want to know how to go from the two-
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get in a million years of evolution under
existing conditions."
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Michael McBride

B

y TH E TIME the last ice age ended and glaciers receded from much of
what is now level farmland of central and northern Indiana, Adam and Eve

were yesterday's news.
What happened to the Indiana landscape after it became habitable?
Searching for answers has created interesting research opportunities for
Ball State University professors Don Cochran, director of archaeological
resources management services; Beth Glenn, anthropology professor; David
Ferguson, chairperson of landscape architecture; and Leslie Smith,
~::.:.;.1 associa~e professor of landscape architecture. Their projects lead us on a

t.,.I ....

quick historical tour.

As the floodwaters retreated into ancestral streams, fir trees covered
fresh-born tundra. The land and vegetation evolved into hardwood
forests, swamps, and an occasional meadow. Mammoths, dire wolves,
and other ghosts of the vanishing Pleistocene Epoch shared the virgin
landscape with a newcomer-Homo sapiens.
Just as their larger-than-life neighbors soon disappeared, the early
human inhabitants eventually vanished as well, but they and those
who followed left a legacy right below our feet. For a dozen years,
archaeologist Don Cochran has, quite literally, unearthed the
prehistoric record of mankind in the Hoosier state, without aid of
explanatory language-either written or spoken.
From another vantage point, anthropology professor Beth Glenn's
academic and spiritual sympathies embrace a different era of Indiana
history, a time of struggle between the white conquerors and the
last Native American tribes to live here.
David L. Ferguson and Leslie Smith, of the landscape architecture
department, are assessing the effects of farming and urban sprawl on
the region. By combining some of the wiser traditional concepts
with today's advanced technology, the pair hope to provide

8

alternative land management practices ·

r;

"The Indians practiced a

the fertile banks of the numerous

th~t are more natural"and economically

conservative stewardship. & the

beneficial to modern farmers than

intensity changed and modern people

"In the north, there were not large

cl1rrent practices . .

took more from the environment, we

areas of arable land-too much water

have not been good parasites,"

and not enough drainage. In Jay

provide a look at the changes that

Cochran says from an office where

County alone, there are 36,000 miles

resulted from civilization's advance

animal antlers and pottery pieces

of artificial drains," Cochran explains.

across Indiana-and a peek into a

appear amidst shelves of books. "That

"In the south, larger fields allowed a

future that embraces the past.

(practice) has led us to a place where

clumping of food resources, clusters of

we take more than we give back, but

peoples, and larger villages." .

Together, these diverse researchers

there seems to be a movement afoot to

B

ETW EEN the time when
melting glaciers breathed life

back into the frozen earth and the
Europeans began to appear around
A.D.

1600, the people who were

stewards of the land were very different
from today's residents, according to
Don Cochran.
Initially, they were hunters and
gatherers, opportunists not specifically
tied to one spot on the landscape.
Their numbers increased steadily until
they reached a saturation point for that
type of culture. Mter that, their
population remained relatively stable.
"The land was used efficiently by the
hunter-gatherer for the best retUrn
with the least amount of effort," says
Cochran, of the first people here.
"They gathered fruits, nuts, and
berries, and they constructed fish traps
out of narrowing arrangements of
rocks, which made it easy to capture
fish that were swimming downstream."
Small game was a common food
source. Toward the end of winter when
food was scarce, a hibernating bear,
whose den had been observed months
before, sometimes became dinner.

reverse that."
Cochran's work, a couple of digs

tributaries.

Southern Indiana supported only
one site for every ten acres, whereas
northern and central sites occur every

each year, is funded through state

two acres, but the large sites in the

grants. Because most of Indiana has

south that Cochran and his teams

been cultivated, he says the evidence of

explore have many more artifacts.

10,000 years of prehistory, which

"We provide a service, and we offer

commonly exists in the top foot of

valuable experience to between ten and

soil, is usually all jumbled together by

twenty graduate and undergraduate

the plow.

students each year, in the lab and on

"Once horticulture was introduced

the site," continues Cochran. "Ball

it changed the way the Indians used

State administers the grants,

the landscape. There was not much

documents the work, and dpes tons of

warfare until plants were domesticated

paperwork."

and competition began over arable
land," he says. "Health worsened with
the increasing reliance on corn. People

He derives satisfaction from
"redefining the regional chronology."
According to Cochran, prehistoric

not quite as resourceful as their

people understood plants and animals,

anc;;estors suffered occasional famines.

they had tools and houses, and they

''And sugar in the corn caused
cavities in teeth. Before that time,

buried the dead.
Some lived in villages near easily

even teeth worn down below the gum

farmed areas. Their houses were of

line had little or no decay."

wattle-and-daub construction (sticks

Although populations increased

and 'sun-baked clay). They ~te corn,

again with the introduction of

deer, beaver, raccoon, rabbit, squirrel,

horticulture, areas that had at one time

turtle, elk, porcupine, migratory fowl,

been glaciated had poorly developed

fish, fruits, nuts, berries, and the

streams, and, outside the narrow river

occasional bear.

valleys, clay soils were too stubborn to

They used spears, nets, clubs, traps,

till-all factors which led to the

knives, stones, axes, adzes, awls, drills,

creation of several small villages along

perforators, woven cloth, baskets,

9

sinew and plant fibers for sewing,
jewelry or ceremonial weapons-in"

pettery, and jewelry;
(IPeeple were vain ev~n

cllen,"

'Cochr:m interjects.
They did not ride horses, because

the~e were no modern horses in the

4

communal cemeteries, that in time
became great mounds.
"They understood that the
landscape would support only a
limited number of people. There w~
. some. notion of stability,"

Cochr~n

says; "but (their) ideas concerning

to 'ever-increasing numbers of w .
the North:WestTerrifory and wet

istoric descendants oft?~e".,prehistoric

peoples . .
After Europeans made contact, Native Ameriam people suffered
displacement, epidemics, and fur tr<l:,de competitio,n as European settlement
progressed from east to west. Glenn explains that the Miami moved or
returnd:l to the Indiana area during the 1600s; andp}jeDelaware and
~"~:

,,-: - § > . .

Potawatomi arrived from the north and east dudni; tli~ 1700s. All were
affected by the removal policies in the 1800s.
"lndiarta was not unique regarding the removal 6f the Indian to make
way for white settlers," she says. ," Thomas Jefferson first suggested mov~ng
the Indians farther west, Madison pressed 'to treat for removal,' and Andy
Jackson was all too ready to

cap~y\oqt

that policy.

"Kentucky became the 'bloody ground' in the late 1100s because the
Indians knew what had happened in the East," Glenn says of their attempts to
resist. "By the time the Indians saw the whites pouring through the
Cumberland Gap and down the Ohio River, they knew that a way of life was at

An "ethnohistorian," Glenn is

According to Glenn, within a
twenty-year period; Illost Native

associated wi!h the eastern Miami

lands they lost as they became

A.rfter~cans had been forced out of the

Indians' attempts to achieve

acculturated, lands where their ancestors

1vUdwest, but the Miami stood their

recognition in this manner. This

were stewards.

.

I

reservation land near Peru, Indiana,

'

" ground .ten years longer than the

crusade, begun in 1981,,: could gain

"Their stewardship was best

Potawatomi and twenty-five years

them valuable educational and health-

represented by their approach to the

longer than the Delarrar:e.

care benefits. Ironically, it'is the

land-in the name of their ancestors for

rema!n to this day. ,','

group's contention that their
.

~

. the generations of the future;" Glenn

.-'_. _Co,

compliance ~ith cultural assimilation

offer's. "Ironically, the land was taken

were not displaced as much as others

practices was encouraged by the

from them by scurrilous means, and

and had a better chance of Sl.lfyiving

,gov;ernment, which noW denies them

now we are going back to the Indian's

People who lived in marginal lands

•

the white onslaught. Tribes in the less
, aGcessible or hospitable northern
sections of Ihdiana held on longer than

x,

privileges accorded to other tribes,

ideology to save the environment. It

including other Miami forced into

sl;ows who was the better steward."

Oklahoma in the 1840s."I
«(The feds say the Miami are too

tribes to the south of us, just as much
Jater, tribes in even more marginal

acculn~rated,"

,lands in southwestern U'hited States

,thousand-member group ptesently

says Glenn of the five-

centered in north central Indiana.

became the last to rule their own

. "They questipn two criteria for ,
•

Assimilation Was an alternative to

.

:{<"

, . -:.<'a\.

f:

'recbgnitioni t~e tribe~s ,politY and

eviction. "In the 1950s, the

community~not from 1897 untif '

governme:o.t again r~commended that

t~<;iay, but from

, Intfim

p~~ples'be assimilateain~o the

1947 to"the present."

". " Ih~ nOrth~rnMiaml~:lived ~~ry

dominant culture, and termination of

much aS'prehistoric peqples had lived

the federal relationsb.ip for certain

in the swampy; Tipton Till Flain, an

tribes w~sl;~£ieGted ~;'iafyariation on tHe~

area north ofm~dern-daylndian:,lpolis
that white farmers found unworkable

whep. t4e\,e;u;rern
Miami lost their
tti .
ti

~,:'

'<:

.~~

- -

",'

•

federal ,recognition, " Glenn says: "In

1978, the Federal Acknowledgement

,untV the .introduction .of the plow
~..

'

'.

'

at\d extensive drainage.
$0, even though history

-Act made it possible for tribes that lost

verifies their existence, the

their recognition during those eras to

'tribe must fig~t on in the

petition the federal government for

courts. They have acquired

;,,'t--

(

some of th~ old

THIS ANCI E T concept of

I stewardship is reappearing in

According to Ferguson, there would

corn isn't the best choice-the

be two advantages to his

landscape should benefit in terms of

modern times as scholars and citizens

recommendation. First, for suffering

problems like erosion and chemical

plan for better use of our environment.

farmers he foresees an improved profit

inputs, becoming a model that really

potential from a new blend of

emulates nature.

"We are forcing a blanket of corn
and soybeans over the entire

diversified, value-added products

countryside, regardless of topography,

(many of which are currently imported

grow best, and, if we can be more

hydrology, or other aspects that make

from other areas of the country).

sophisticated about placing things in

niches occur in nature," Professor

Second is a chance to help the

the landscape where they do best, there

Dave Ferguson begins. "If we look to

environment.

will be less need for artificial supports

the past we see patterns that were
much more diverse-more of a

"Our ultimate aim is to benefit the
landscape not only economically, but

"Nature puts things where they

to keep them growing."
By combining intricate computer

mosaic. Perhaps it's time to reevaluate

also ecologically," he says. ''As we

mapping techniques (derived from

the crops that we used to have growing

experiment with different plants and

satellite imagery), soil samples,

in the countryside and see if some of

rotational policies, and find crops that

those might not be brought

fit into smaller niches of the

back into the

.-r_",,--,"'ctopographical and
hydrological
information,

landscape-where maybe

contemporary
agricultural
economy."

.
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surveys, with studies of past
~

This concept, named "urban

ag~icultural practices, Fergu,son, his

sprawl," merely complicates an already

research and business associate, Leslie

complex scenario, forcing farmers to

Smith, and marketing professor John

compete with developers for choice

Vann hope.to minimize risks for a new,

land.

more entr~preneurial farmer.
"When you put it all together you

"We are going to be secondguessing the decisions we are making

retire because the kids are not
interested in eking out an

existen~e."

Ferguson says that his work is on a
small scale but collectively it might
make a difference, and individually it
could make a big difference to a small
farming family.

''A lot of farmers are gaining

begin to see some connections. In the

now, and our kids and grandkids are

connections you have a strategy that is

not going to be particularly happy

satisfaction out of being entrepreneurs.

more than just one farmer trying to do

with choices that eat up prime

The recreational farm concept is

something," Ferguson explains. "It is

agricultural land at the expense, not

coining on strong in some places in the

actually an opportunity to develop

only of this economy, but at the

country, a place where customers don't

coalitl.ons of people, which gives them

expense of the nation's future welfare,"

just go pick up a bushel of apples, but

more strength in tbe market place."

says Ferguson, who lives on a small

they pick the fruit themselves," he says. '

farm. "So, rather than try and do

"Maybe the whole family goes out for

their villages near fertile land,

things politically along the lines of

the afternoon, takes a hayride, fishes in,

American cities have traditionally

land reform-which traditionally

'a stocked pond, and shares a bonfire

grown up adjacent to the richest soils.

doesn't work in this country and goes

that evening. It becomes an event, a

against the grain of a lot of people,

recrea,tional form that most people in

land. Before you mow it, the good

including the farming community-

this part of the country used to get on

soil is gone and the city is still there,

we are proposing that reform be

grandpa's farm.

but there are no 'connections anymore

market-driven.

Just as the Native Americans located

"As the city grows, it eats up that

between the rural and the urban," says

"If we can ghre the farmers an

"The one thing that we are trying
to emphasize, because frankly we

Ferguson. "In other words, you have

opportunity to make a lot more mopey

expect skepticism anytime you try to

to get your food from somewhere else

than they are making now, then there

que?tion the existing system, is that we

now, which is more inefficient with

is less incentive for them to divest

aren't necessarily nying to go

regard to transport and other costs."

.

rediscover the useful lessons from the

present, and go int~ some future state,

past, put them together with all of the

where the combination of those ideas

wonderful advances we have made in

gives us the best fit for the times, the

understanding ecology and the

best fit for the land, and the best fit for

technology of doing things in the

/

/

ART

professor Marilynn Derwenskus is a bundle of energy.

Imagine a swirling cloud, paintbrush in hand, sweeping across
the sky, and you understand Derwenskus. Her energy is
magnetic, attracting on one hand students who want to learn
painting techniques and, on the other hand, grant money from those
who believe in her abilities as artist and teacher. In four of the past five
years, she has won Faculty Creative Arts Grants from the university
to support her work. She also received a 'Pollock-Krasner

Foundation grant in 1987.
Derwenskus's current series of paintings, west Meets East,
focuses on cultural diversity. She explains that her inspiration
for the subject came from a visit to Japan several years ago.
"The West means me, in particular, and my trips to Japan. My
son married a Japanese woman. Traveling in Japan, I was amazed by

Polly Harrold

Suddenly, I saw there was another
side to the coin."
The paintings in this series are done with stencils and collage. They are
brilliant watercolors, layer upon layer of color washes. Figures and motifs are
repeated, hovering around the background, small and hidden, or front and center,
where there's no missing the two main shapes, one American woman, one Japanese
woman.
Derwenskus describes three themes in these works-love and sexuality, woman
as nurturer of children and family, and woman in the workplace. She runs a
narrative throughout a series of paintings, playing with formal issues and
watercolor technique, but always with a message for the viewer in mind as well.

"As I was doing these paintings, I wondered if there was a way to represent the
differences in our societies abstractly. I thought I could play with the formal
elements and force them to help me address the issues." For instance, the black
and white checkered patterns seen in some of the works represent the privacy that
she saw in Japanese culture.

eywork as
a barrier," she s<\

of the

Qre or less

geometric forms. "On of t e things
I never saw was Japa ese pe pIe
embracing, or

re~ly

show' g their

emotions. I ne~er heard Ja
parents screaming at their children.
Everyone was so gracious and proper.
"In contrast, I tried to represent
American culture with all the
different organic shape and colors,"
she says.
Although Derwenskus is best

degree work, mostly because she felt
it would be more chall ging. And
this past fall, with th help of a gr nt
and a student assistant, she began

0

explore the encaustic wax technique.
t still, there are all those
watercolors. "I've been thinking
about why I like watercolor so
much," Derwenskus says. "What's so
great about it? I £; el a real

West Meets East: Gracefully. Watercolor. 1991. 22 x 3 0. (Photography courtesy ofSerena Landis)

commitment to try and elevate the
Strength characterizes Derwenskus
herself. In fact, she uses the grants
world as one way to increase her capa-

and cut expenses. "
Derwenskus often uses student

bilities. Besides the monetary assistance,

apprentices in her grant projects,

a watercolor

Derwenskus gleans nourishment from

writing the student's wages into the

it when it's just

the recognition and support that come

budget. The student might, for

wi th grants.

instance, apply a second coat to a

pale, pastel, 'pretty' paints," she says.
"I want them to be gutsy and strong,
just like the canvas."

get grants-they help with supplies

"It's good to have encouragement,"

painting, following where her brush

she says. "To know that someone is

has been, or stretch and prepare a

supporting your activities. It's great to

canvas for the work to come.

you have to have something to say.
longer you live, and the more you
experience things, the more you have to
say. I often think about this: How do
you teach students to develop their own
She got her first enc

U 'I .: ;.'."'::U'll:;

""'~H"U'J;au Council for the Arts and

apply for

vision? I can teach them how to draw.
can teach them how to paint," says

her success, she says, "Grants are a

Derwenskus. "But I can't teach them

combination of the work you do and

how to be a Van Gogh-someone who's

the words you use to describe what you

dedicated and paints from the heart.

do. Somehow, the magic comes

How to teach that is the hard part."

between these two."

The most you can do, she says, is

For Derwenskus, words are essential
She is an avid journal. many travels,

stimulate, motivate, and maybe provide
them with a model.

"Once in a while I would teach
some drawing, maybe a humanities
''I'm really cQmmitted, and

course, but it was basically watercolor.
Marilynn Derwenskus

sometimes students will follow,

I think it was some kind of ego trip

because they see I'm into it, too." But

that made me do such stupid things.

spends a great deal of time

still, she wants them to paint about

People would call me and say, 'Would

thinking about painting and

things that are important to them, not

you like to teach this class?' And I

painting what she thinks.

just please her as a teacher. She wants

would say, 'Sure, sure.''' At one time

Meaning, which can be

them always to think about what

she was teaching eleven classes at three

imparted on canvas, seems to

they're creating. Journal entries are

different schools. And then she had a

drive her work the most, as she

one way to accomplish this end.

heart attack.

relates a story from her time at

"Critiques are another-dialogues

Her close brush with death forced a

Chicago.
"Someone walked into my

students have with each other about

reevaluation of personal priorities. "I

the work or with themselves. In a

decided I wasn't going to do anything I

studio, sat down, looked at my art

critique, I can raise questions. And

didn't want to do," she says with

and said, 'I don't get it.' And I said,

sometimes I tell them, 'You may not

conviction.

'You don't get it?' And he said, 'I don't

be able to answer this question.'
"I don't want to make clones of my

Derwenskus had always wanted to
earn a Master of Fine Arts degree, and

get it.'
'''Does that mean it failed?' I asked.

students; I want them to find

since her daughter was going off to

He said, 'Follow me.' He took me to

themselves." That same search has led

college, she suddenly found herself free

his studio-he was a video artist-and

Derwenskus to where she is today, as

to do just that. While studying at the

showed me the video he was working

she says of her MFA acquired in

University of Chicago, however, she

on. I didn't get it.

middle age.

wasn't sure what would come next.

"So I said, 'I don't get it.' And his
reply? 'That's what keeps me working.'

"Ideas for my work come from my

"I thought maybe New York, but

life, my experiences. Everyone should

then one day a professor asked me to

And that's what keeps me working.

get to go back to school in their

substitute for him in class. I walked in

Trying to communicate clearly."

middle years. You have so much to

and thought, 'Oh yes, this is

draw on."

wonderful.' And I suddenly

Derwenskus received her bachelor's

remembered all those years of

and master's in the sixties from Wayne

teaching." It would seem she has

State University. She has taught classes

wanted to teach all her life.

at nearby colleges and art centers in

"When I was ten, I wrote in my

the metropolitan Detroit area. She

journal, 'I think I'll be a teacher.' The

.was very busy, probably too busy, as

next year I wrote, 'No, I'll be an artist.'

she explains.

Teaching art allows me to do both."

"THE OTTOMAN
Empire is an integral
part of European

explains. "We've
made a mistake to write Islam and the Ottoman Empire out of what we perceive
as Europe." Goffman's

research~

which focuses on the economic, social, and

cultural relations between the Ottoman Empire and the rest of Europe from 1389
to 1699, will help fill the scholarly void that exists in this area.
Goffman is currently in Istanbul, Turkey, teaching and conducting further
research while on a year-long fellowship from the National Endowment for the
Humanities. It is his fourth research visit to Turkey. In explaining his subject,
Goffman begins by pointing out a common error people have about his field.
Most people think only of Turkey when discussing the Ottoman Empire. In
almost every way; however, the two are different entities. Although th~ male
lineage of the suftan was almost always Turkish, his wives and officials tended to
be more diverse. His prime ministers, for example, were often Christians who
had been converted to Islam. Even geographically, it was not until the late
nineteenth century"that modern Turkey, or Asia Minor, as it was called then,
be~ame

the core of the empire.

"It's a figment of twentieth-century concerns with nationalism that made
Turkey seem the great successor state of the Ottoman Empire," Goffman says. At
one time, Greece, Turkey, Greater Syria (Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Jordan), Egypt,
Bulgaria, Hungary, the former Yugoslavia, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq were all parts of
the Empire.
'(You hear a lot about how bad the Ottoman Empire was. Indeed, everyone of
those states gained its national independence by fighting against the Ottomans.
But what people are remembering is the last years of the Ottoman Empire.
They're forgetting the three to four hundred years as pan of that entity that were
graced with what, for that period, was remarkable tolerance.
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.
to deal w~th each other," Goffman

just think it's a lot of fun-trying to

history, much tnore ,.than Christian

says. "But a lot of interesting

answer questions of why people behave

Europe of the time, serves as an

relationships arose out of that base."

the way they do."

"I think that this part of Ottoman

example for that period of a tolerant

Goffman'~ research will culminate

Fun aside, Goffman explains the

regime that was able to integrate

in a textbook for Cambridge

necessity of receiving grants and

different groups into its polity. I

University Press, one of a series on new

spending time away from campus to

mean, how else 00' you keep two

points of view in European history-

grow as a scholar and tea,cher in his

regions as geographically and culturally

textbooks that attempt ~o address

field.

remote as !3ulgaria and Iraq together

traditional issues in new ways. Aside

for four hundred years?"

from wanting to make varied aspects of

institution is one semester off

As an example, Goffman cites the

"What you

g~t

from your

history understandable to students,

every seventh year-if you're

city of Izmir (Smyrna), on the coast of

Goffman confesses that there is

lucky. I've got to go to places

Asia Minor. "In the seventeenth

another reason the field interests him.

like Turkey, Venice, London to

century, not only were Turks living

"I enjoy it. I mean, the fundamental

do my research and'work. The

there, there,were also Arabs, .Greeks,

reason I do this is not that I think

only way to do that is to get some

Armenians, Jews, Englishmen,

there is some incredibly important

outside money."

Frenchmen, Venetians, Spaniards. It

question that can be answered by

was an enormously diverse city in the

studying the past. I'm not sure there

research overlap and sustain

middle of what is supposed to have

is. Studying the past is studying

as he w:rites in one grant proposal:

been a fanatic Islamic state."

people like you and

What made them get along? "It was

m~,

and how they

respond to different

Goffman believes that teachi,ng and
eac~

other,

"My students rejuvenate my inquiries
through their inSIghts, their eagerness,

initially business and trade

their skepticism, and. their responses to

that forced them to

readings, discussions, and lectures. This

find a way

enthusiasm invigorates my research and.
writing, which I try to bring

into the classroom by constantly

destroyed, plundered, or made to

material is in another language, even

revising and refining my materials."

disappear in some way by the

another alphabet may seem daunting,

governments that succeeded them.

but Coffman explains how he

. Coffman talks about some of the
difficulties he encounters in

I

"For example, virtually the entire

developed his specialty.

conducting primary research. "I

archives for Bosnia-Herzegovina were

Originally, Coffman focused his

usually do work in the prime

destroyed in 1992 when phosphorus

research on the Jewish presence in the

ministry's archives in Istanbul." This

bombs were rained onto the library in

Ottoman Empire, describing it as an

is where the Turkish government in

Sarajevo that housed three to four

international community that had a

Ankara has placed most of the

hundred thousand uncatalogued

firm hold in the economic ports of the

materials that the Ottomans produced

documents. Unfortunately, you never

Empire, but he has moved from that to

in more than four hundred years. The

know what's going to happen."

a more general study of how the

archive is massive. The catalogued

Still, Coffman says it's an

disparate groups interacted.

collection contains about 600,000

enormously wealthy area in which to

items-often not individual

do research. "I wanted to do archival

in terplays-currently, between

documents, but whole groups of

work, but it was very difficult to do

Englishmen and Ottomans, who seem

documents called registers.

''I'm trying to look at cultural

that in European history. Anything

to have so little in common. They had

"That means you pick up a

you might find has been gone over by

different religions; they were from

catalog, look under such and

others. This stuff is new. The archive

different cultural milieus; they had no

such, and you will find a one-

is like a mine. There aren't too many

historical connections whatsoever.

paragraph description of what's

people working in it, and one of the

"And yet, in the seventeenth

in there," Coffman explains.

reasons is the language."

"But they (the cataloguers)
usually miss a lot, because

In order to read Ottoman Turkish

century, they had to work together
somehow, and nobody's looking at that

you have to know Turkish and some

right now. It's cultural history, which

Arabic and Persian. And then you have

is very popular right now. People in

to learn paleography, because there

the U.S. are currently studying

to 120 pages long. And there are

were very distinct styles and secret

pluralism, the way different cultural

hundreds of documents in each one."

languages used, Coffman says.

groups interact. Well, this is not

they've only read the first page.
Each of those registers may be 100

Archivists estimate that there may be

"For instance, financial materials.

something that is unique to our

a couple million registers of

There was a special language developed

country, or even the twentieth century.

uncatalogued material as well.

which took away all vowels and created

Croups have had to do this for a long

a new numbering system to replace the

time. And that's what I'm studying."

Coffman believes this may be the
richest archive in the world. Most

Arabic-just because they didn't want

archives of states that lasted as long as

the average guy on the street to be able

important social questions of our own

to read the financial materials."

time can be answered by studying the

To choose a field in which the

Perhaps, after all, some incredibly

past.
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INCE he joined Ball
State University's

chemistry depart~eQ.t in 19
,

. ''''''''i;t

Dr. Moham1)1ed Behforouz
been synth~~i~ing vari~iI,s analogs of

Lilly. One is nine times more

51-

lavendamycin, a' potent but toxic anti-

damaging to cancer cells than it is to

cancer compound isolated from soil

normal cells. Another has a favorable

bacteria. A few of these analogs "possess

ratio of twenty to one. Yet, another is

unp receden ted high -selective

1~O times more lethal to the diseased

cytotoxicity against task transf~rmed

cells. A modest man, Behforouz resists

epithelial cells ~hen compared to the
other words, you want the drug to

stroke of gen~us, but he admits it is a

Now for the non-chemist.

have a high therapeutic index," he

novel approach.

"J thought of a synthetic route for

explain;, bringing out a thick grant

non-transformed parent cells."

these 'compounds, and it just worked,"
, 'say~ ~:hroiouz'of his quest to find a
~

M

, the suggestion that his process is a

propo~al that details his methodology.

"When we.were preparing our
synthetic route, we i~volved an .

"The higher the therapeutic index-or

sui~flble .dr~9 candi4ate for cancer

you can call it the selective

very common in organic chemistry~

t(eailIient. 'He has conducted his search

cytotoxicity-the better the comp?und

Tkis was the compound that actually '"

in collaboration with scientists at the

is as a drug.»

had the anti-tumor activity and also

pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly and
,Company.
"I make the compounds, and they

In one of Lilly's tests on

tumo~

the high-selective toxicity," says the

infected mice, tumor size was reduced

educator. "Still, whatever you do in

by 90 percent without any toxicity,

chemistry comes from previous

are doing the testing on tissue cultures

and according tei Behforouz, "the mice

knowledge: information that exists.

of oncogene-bearing tumor cells, as well

did not even lose weight."

There is a logic to it."

as animal testing," Behforouz says. He

By late ~kt,ober 1993, Behforouz·

Earlier synthetic pathways took too

is trying to make an effective compound

had transformed' the original ,

long an~ yielded ~too little of the

that can be developed into a cancer-

lavend'amyciti
nidlec.ule;
wHich is twice
"
. IJ

substance for further developme~t.

fighting drug for 'tumors associated with

as devastating.to he:il thy ,cells as it is to

Two different chemists had developed

pancreatic, lung, and breast cancers.

cancerous 'cells}' into nearly th,ir,Fy

twenty-step and nine-step processes

These cancers often carry a cancer-

different analogs. Of those, ' on1y the

with overall yields of only about one

inducing gene called oncogene or ras k.

~

!<:'

percent of the desired lavendamycin

methyl ester. Behforouz has pioneered

says. "Definitely, if you have an active

the University ofTehran, Iran, a

compound that is nor toxic, you can

doctoral degree in organic chemistry

find a wqy to introduce it; it may be a

from Indiana :University, and three

little bit difficult, but it's better to cure " post-doctoral fellowships in sy~thesis
with a little bit of difficulty than not

from the University of Pennsylvania,

qo anything about it.

Harvard University, and Boston.

:'Concerning potential side effects,
. ~e do not know yet~" Behforouz says.
steps take about two yeir-s;"dljf P!?C~Sf
takes about three weeks." "
S,~und

~ ;'"

'"l .

too good to be true? ,

1

According, to Behforouz, the one
_drawback is that me compound is. not
more soluble. Of the analogs tested,

e

~'Usually,

in animal testing they

introduce enoug~ compound to kill 50
percent of the mic~, but these

College-it can take as long as eight to
ten years and as much

as $400 million

to develop and introduce a new drug.
. Eli Lilly has already spent about
$200,0.?O teSting..several

of the

".

cOII?-pounds are not killing any;

compmi

sometimes the mice even gain weight:"

sy~thesizecLlh: the' las't six y~ars. The

He said that this study is the only
laven~amycin

"

J.

•

'

Indi~apoii~-b'ased firm also provided

.the best candidate has to dissolve""as

one of its kind on the

~uch as possible" in corn ?il. ''Among

analog because his group is the only

process that Behforouz uses-a patent

ih~

one to possess the synthetic

to be owned by Ball State but granting

a very good candidate; it is 'n ot toX'ic

methodology capab~e of producir:g the

Lilly exclusive marketing rights.

to the animals, and it is quite active in

analogs 'in mass ,quantities. For tissue

tumor reduction," he beams. "It is

culture tests only a few milligra~s ar~

M~rriman

soluble enough in corn oil, but we .

required, but for animal testing a half

involveq with the project at Lilly.

seven we have tested, at least 'one, is '

. $100,000 to patent the unique

Behforouz names Dr. Ronald L.
as the person mainly

warn it to be soluble in a more

Other supporters are the National _

common pharmaceutical solvent ~

Institutes of Health, the American .

like water.~'

Chemical Society Petroleum Research

That would be an ideal scenario,
and tWenty more analogs are being
!f",'::~<~ tested for a better candidate.

"We already

ery wonderful

Fund, the Delaware County Cancer
Society, and the American Cancer
Society.
According to Merriman, the
compound is unique among 25?000
compounds in Lilly's "banks," because

ultifaceted
t
t
B

ALL STATE Physicist Ruth Howes suggests, with a
twinkle in her eye, that it is hard to write anything

understandable about her.
"The main problem is that I am the Platte River of physicists-a
mile wide," laughs the friendly, vivacious scientist. "It will be a bear to
summarize because I am completely schizophrenic as a physicist; I
have a number of interests, all of which are tied together in my mind."
This year Washington, D.C., would be the place to watch Howes
bring together her many specialties as a Congressional Science and
Engineering Fellow in the nation's capital. The assignment
combines her knowledge of science and her extensive understanding
of government.
The veteran Ball State educator, named George and Frances Ball
Distinguished Professor of Physics and Astronomy, has just
completed a two-year term as University Senate president. This
year she is being paid by the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS) to provide technical expertise
to congressional members and committees.
"I am taking a one-year sabbatical. I have an apartment on
Capitol Hill," the exuberant Howes says about the opportunity.
''I'm doing a little urban environment for a change of pace.
don't even need a car."
Howes left on a similar sabbatical in 1984 as a William C. Foster
Fellow at the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, a federal
executive branch agency, but she says her current assignment should be
different because she is not working directly for the government. The
appointment by AAAS allows her a great deal of latitude in choosing a legislative
assignment.

The former five-year director of the

Park than have ever learned about the

Dedicated to finding out why

Cepter for Global Security St~dies

concept in a classroom. She uses the

youngsters are having a hard time with

juggles multiple projects. She has

Greenhouse Effect as an example of

science, Howes urges citizens to be

researched the eighty-five unheralded

botched communications.

aware of the difference between good

women who were involved in

"If we didn't have a Greenhouse

and bad science, and study the

America's development of the atomic

Effect we would be in trouble, because

associated vocabulary. She is

bomb in the late thirties, "messed

we would be frozen," she says of the

persuasive in her arguments that

about with problems related to missile

complex atmospheric phenomenon

people understand science best when

proliferation and ballistic missile

that has been oversimplified by

they relate it to the real world. Her

defenses," delighted children with a

scientists, governments, and the media.

favorite example is the video project,

look at video modules in Physics at the

"We know we have global warming,

Physics at the Indianapolis 500, which

Indianapolis 500, and prepared

we know that water and carbon

helps students grasp the laws of physics

appropriate curricula for high school

dioxide are critical to the equation, but

at work in a high-speed race. Even

students who think physics is "boring."

we can't prove that an increase in CO2

Howes, the highly educated scientist,

causes the trend. Therefore, the issue

learned a few things during the

becomes sloganistic.

project's production.

"Why am I studying women in the
Manhattan Project and analyzing the
performance of Patriot missiles in the

"Scientists are going to have to take

"I have discovered useful things,

Gulf War?" she asks rhetorically.

blame, but, if the media wanted to,

like that the floors of racing garages

"There is no controversy for me,

they could present three or four things

are so clean you could eat off them,"

because both are political."

important to the discussion. We live

she says drolly. She laughs again in her

in a sound-bite society and these are

Cooper Science Building office as she

not ten-second issues."

points to another life lesson learned,

And how do children fit into the
diverse tableau? In Howes's world
view, childhood is the time to learn

She applauds the New York Times

about science in a meaningful way.

Tuesday Science Section for detailed

She lays the responsibility for this early

coverage of complex problems, but

educational effort directly with

adds that we need a more broad-based

that learning experiences must be

scientists, and she lays the blame for

attack. She warns that scientific

excltfng, . ~QlJ!i~" Jllng, and fun.

scientific confusion on both scientific

backlash has appeared in books

institutions and mass media.

attributing ruined lives and a

"I think thatwe very much need a
scientifically literate society. We need

crumbling society to the dark side of
technology.

to bring the American public up to
speed. It is a constant worry. We need
to take action, but often the subject
matter involves very complex technical
issues that even the scientific
says. "How many

community doesn't completely
understand. "

'-'4;&'!IO'U-J. ,",U

grow up without

understanding the importance of a
good book on a rainy day, or a day
outside when it's sunny?"

"It took me thirteen years to get a
window."
Turning serious again, she stresses

example of that set of values.
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RESEARCHER~_T~H E YEAR:

one Fishin'
Maggie Flynn

D

R.
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R
S. MCCOMISH
esearcher f th
'

.
enJoys his work

0

e Year'

of biology and director of the aquatic
bi<:>logy and fisheries option.
McCo~ish has spent over a quarter
of a century studying the lake's fish,
primarily yellow perch and other nonsalmonine fish population dynamics.
He is considered one of the leading
national experts on the lake and a
fervent conservationist.

''I'm interested in the perpetuation
of the fish that are there," says
McComish. "Lake Michigan holds
incredible resources that have been
treated somewhat unkindly by man.
We need to continue working to clean
it and to understand its dynamics.
Lake Michigan will be here long after
we're all gone, and we simply
need to protect the
resource-making life
Interestingly

specifically to
study Lake

Michigan; the lake research just fell
into his lap. After he arrived on
campus in 1968, he took a trip to the
Indiana Department of Natural
Resources (DNR), headquartered in
Indianapolis, to introduce himself to
"the folks that are doing things in
Indiana (aquatic biology research).
"I met with the fisheries people and
told them that I was interested in
getting research money or working
into projects with them," says
McComish. A couple of months later,
the phone rang with a request from
DNR to help complete a Lake
Michigan research report. "They said,
'Hey, we just had one of our scientists
quit, and we can't replace him. He was

biology program and the

profitable one in terms of grant dollars,
student experience, and useful
government and conservation
information.
"From their (DNR's) own selfish
viewpoint, it's a way that they can gain
information about the lake from a
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neutral source," McComish says. "We
(the Ball State research team) have
nothing to gain or lose-we have no
hidden agendas for our research."
These research studies have provided
an outside, objective view of the waters
that allows the s~ate agency to make
good managemeh~ policies for the lake.
The chief of fisheries for the DNR,
William D. James, agrees that
McComish and his research are
certainly useful for the state. In a letter
supporting McComish's nomination
for Researcher of the Year, James writes
that McComish "has brought forth
invaluable information and keen
insight on the Lake Michigan yellow
perch population. The research data
and analyses generated from his
extensive investigations constitute
some of the best long-term data in
existence. "
Yet McComish claims he has no
magic formula for creating great
research or drumming up funding for
his projects. "It's just a matter of
following the rules: you have to write
good proposals, you have to do what
. you say you're going to do, you have to
finish your projects and reports on
time, and you have to do the very best
job that·you can," says
McComish. "If you're

really not hard to get grants."
In twenty-five years as a faculty
member at Ball State, McComish has
received more than thirty grants from a
variety of agencies (incl uding the
DNR), totalling almost a million and a
half dollars. Although most of this
research money has been used to learn
more about fish populations in
Indiana waters of Lake Michigan,
McComish has studied other areas
with grant funding, including waters
of Hoosier National Forest, the Ohio
River, and Trail Creek, Indiana.
Also gaining from McComish's
research are the many students that he
has trained along the way. "The
students benefit immensely from their
'hands-on' experience on Lake
Michigan," says Dr. Carl E. Warnes,
chair of the department of biology.
"Tom gives them training, experience,
and exposure-he gives them
employable skills."
McComish is especially proud of
bringing students into the research
process so that they can learn and
grow. Graduate students travel with
him to state-of-the-art facilities at Lake
Michigan sites for data collection and
a~alysis. Even undergraduates conduct
professional research during their
limnology classes; they go on field trips
locally to sample and analyze ponds.
"We go out and look at ponds, do
sampling, analysis, and so on. They
actually go out there
and see what's
happening in

One former
student has returned
to work with these
lake projects. Steve
Shroyer, a 1988

B.S. graduate of Ball State's biology
program, came back to his alma mater
as the fisheries research biologist in the
department. "It's a great working
relationship (with Dr. McComish).
He gives me just enough direction
and independence to get the
work done," says Shroyer.
"This job has been

the most tremendous
thing that could ever
happen to a person, because I love to
come to work everyday," McComish
explains. "Here at Ball State, I've been
able to both teach and do researchand that's been a marvelous
combination. It's been just right."
McComish's studehts learn from his
example and enthusiasm, as well as
from his research. It's hard for
McComish not to be enthusiastic
about that research when the topicfishing-also happens to be one of his
favorite childhood activities. An avid
outdoorsman, McComish readily
produces photos of himself with his
most recent catch.
He even manages to get away from
his research every so often to travel to
his native South Dakota and relax at
his prized fishing cabin.
The sign on the office door of the
1993 Researcher of the Year says it all:
eat ... sleep ... go fishing.

1993 DISSERTATION OF IHE YEAR:

T AB COATS and plastic goggles;
L pecking away at a computer
screen; writing complex formulas
about a new discovery; travelling to
far-away places to collect unusual data
. . . these are the images that awardwinning research often brings to mind.
But this year's recipient of the award,
Dissertation of the Year, Marsha A.
Groff, Ph.D., paints a different kind of
research picture as she talks about her
exemplary dissertation project.
Groff graduated in July 1992 with a
degree in composition and literature.
She had speht seven years at Ball State,
teaching English classes and working
for a year in the University College
Learning Center while completing her
doctoral degree. She taught the "Basic
Writing" course for four of those years.
Groff defines basic writers as students
who do not meet minimum standards
of writing competency established by
the colleges or universities they attend.
By observing her students in a
wholistic framework, Groff envisioned

a study that employed different
approaches to analyze dynamic
variables influencing basic writers.
Along the way, she gained insight into
her personal views of teaching and
students.
"I literally became a student in my
own classroom," says Groff, who is
now an assistant professor at Texas
A&M at Corpus Christi. Through the
study, she employed a method called
action research, which she defines as "a
teacher who is investigating something
within her or his own classroom. It's
simply looking at your own classroom
and finding out what's going on."
Groff believes that it's important for
teachers to understand the .dynamics of
individual and collective student
learning. "Much of the research that is
not action research is done by someone
outside the classroom," she explains.
"It just doesn't mean as much to the
person inside the classroom. If you're
doing your own research, you know
what's going on."
Groff stumbled upon action
research theory as she was getting her
second master's degree in English from

the renowned Bread Loaf School of
English in Middlebury Vermont. "The
one person with the most influence on
me there was Dixie Goswami (director
of the writing program at Bread
Loaf)," says Groff. "She rattled
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misunderstood. "Much of the
literature on these writers depicts
them as a large, homogeneous group,"
she explains. "Ignored is the diversity
that exists within this population."
Some people characterize the group
of basic or remedial writers as being
slow or unintelligent. "Being in a
basic writing class has nothing to do
with intelligence. They're very capable
people," says Groff.
"So often people take a look at basic
writers and their attitude is that basic
writers cannot do anything-that they
come to us (college English professors)
unprepared, or underprepared, and
have absolutely no writing strategies.
"My feeling was 'Well, let's find out
whether they do or not.'" Her
dissertation idea was born.
In her study, Personality Types,

Writing Strategies, and College Basic
Writers: Four Case Studies, Groff
investigated whether a relationship
existed between the personality types
and writing strategies of thirty-four
basic writers enrolled in two of her
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ENG 099 classes during the 1989
spring semester. She presented her
findings in two ways: as a group
portrait of all thirty-four students and
as case studies of four students with
diverse backgrounds. Her approach
used concepts of basic writing,
composition theory, personality types,
and action research-the perfect
combination for Groff.
The study concluded that
personality types really do affect
students' writing strategies and the way
students learn. But other factors, such
as previous experiences, past writing
i~struction, successes and failures, and
attitudes about "English" also
influence them.
"Basic writers come in with their
own personality types and their own
learning strategies and writing
strategies. We as teachers need to learn
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Supporters of
Ball State University's Research Programs
Businesses/Industries/ Corporations

Government Agencies

ABB PowerT&D C?,rbpany, Inc.

Landec Corporation

Action Inc. of Delaware County

American Cyanamid <;;ompany

Larography Inc.

Autodesk, Inc.

Lonza, Ltd.

Area 6 Council on Aging
Burea,u of Environmental Health-Health and

Ball Corporation

Mason & Hanger - Silas Mason Co., Inc.

Bhar Incorporated
Boehringer Mannheim Corporation

MCI Commw;tications Corporation
Moldflow, Inc.

Cadkey, Inc.

Nautilus

Du Porit Pharma

Northrop Corp.

Dynacom

Ot:thopedic Associates of Muncie, P. C.

Eli Lilly and Company

PSI Energy

Division of Family and Children

First Pacifl~ NetwQrks

Pudtan Bennett

Fort Wayne News-Sentinel

The Quaker Oats Company

Family Social Services Administration
Governor's Commission for a Drug-Free Indiana

Gardens Alive! Inc.

Research Corporation~

Governor's Council on Impaired and Dangerous

Glencoe

Symbol Technologies

Hospital Corporation of Marion Co.
Chicago Pub,lic Schools
Commission on National and Community
Service
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
Council for International Exchange of Scholars

Driving

Integrated Computer Solutions, Inc.

Tekelec
Truevision

Governbr's Voluntary Action Program
Headstart Action, Inc.

International Business Machines Corporation
(IBM)

Virtus Corporation

Indiana ~cademy of Science

,Z oecon Corporation

Harris Corp.

Foundations/Societies/Nonprofit Organizations
American Association for the Advancement of
Science
American Chemical Society, Petroleum Research
Fund

Lilly Endowment, Inc.
Ma:quette University
MIdwest Society of Electron Microscopists, Inc.
Mid-American Conference

American ~hysical Society
Arts Midwest

.Muncie Symphony Orchestra

Association of American Geographers

.NAFSA Association of International Educators

Ball Memorial Hospital

New Hampshire Academy of Applied Science

Minnetrista CtVtural Center

Capitol Region Tech Prep ,

Nixon Newspapers Benevolent Association, Inc.

Chiang Chjng-Kuo Foundation for International

Purdue University

ScholarJy Exchange (USA)

Reader's Digest Foundation

Children's Television Workshop

Region VI Tech Prep Consortium

Community Foundation of Muncie and Delaware

Saint Joseph's College

County, Inc.

Sigma Theta T-au, Int.

Delaware C~unty Cancer Society, Inc.

Society of Manufacturing Engineers

Edmund F. Ball Foundation

Society of Plastics Engineers, Inc.

Eta Sigma Gamma

Tel Aviv Univ~rsity

Exxon Education Foundation
Freedom Forum

United States Olyiupic Committee

Illinois Chapter American Society of Landscape

University of Ca)ifornia

Architects
Indiana Association for Health, Physical
Education, Recreations and Dance

University of Akron
University of Cincinnati Foundation
University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign
University of Nebraska

Indiana Hotel and Motel Association, Inc.

Washington University in St. Louis

Ipdiana University

Youth Symphony Orchestra (Muncie)

Japan Foundation

Indi~a

Commission for Higher Education

Indiana Council for Economic Education

Kappa Kappa Kappa, Inc.

Indiana Criminal Justice Institute
Indi~a Department of Commerce
Indi'a na Department of Education
Indiana Department of Mental Health
Indiana Department of Natural Resources
Indiana Family and S~cial Services Administration
Indiana Humanities Council
Indiana State Department of Health
Indiana State Library
Indiana Workforce Development
]. William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board
Muncie Clean City, Inc.
Muncie Community Schools
National Endowment for the Humanities
National Science Foundation
Office of the Commissioner of Agriculture
Step Ahead
Tri-County Center, Int. '
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of Education
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Small Business Administration

